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DONT RAIN ON OUR PARADE
St. Patrick's Day celebration weathers the storm

BY R EILLY MESCO

the

CHIEF.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

Armstrong

Start

Strong
stickers,

and the St.Patrick's day
tattoos,"
10

public

urination

charges.

Cabistan

said. "All the little

17 disorderly conduct charges. A

kids

total of 60 arrests were made on

stickers

St. Patrick's Day in Savannah, a

tattoos. People were

shockingly low

chanting, "Let's go

number compared

wanted

the

and

to previous years. The dismal, rainy

Armstrong!

weather contributed to a smaller

go!

the

Let's

I»

celebration but it seems that people

Cabistan

still partied just as hard. The rain

had

never participated in

didn't stop Armstrong pirates from

the parade before and was

celebrating

glad that he was able to enjoy

either

as

Armstrong

once again made an appearance in

the unique craziness that is

the parade on March 17.

a Savannah St. Patrick's Day.

More than 300,000 spectators
watched

as

Armstrong

"The

joined

parade

St.

Patrick's

was

day

absolutely

awesome." he said. "There was

350 floats in one of the largest
St. Patrick's Day Parades in the

a lot of energy and hype in the

United States. Armstrong students,

audience, of course, many people

including

Student

Association

were overly happy cause they were

Government

president

drinking since 8 a.m. The craziest

Andy

thing was that Igot attacked by many

Cabistan, walked in the parade
carrying an Armstrong banner while
others waved on the pirate ship

Irish kisses through the parade. I
got many kisses on my cheeks from
young women and older ladies.

float alongside the mascot, Captain
George. 'Start Strong' goodies were

Definitely one of the best memories

passed out to spectators too.

I have had with Armstrong in the

More pictures page 6

past four years."

"Everyone at the parade loved

NUNEZ
WINS:
Heated race ends

Frank Clancy gives final Dangerfield
talk, hopes tradition will continue
BY A LLISON SC OTT
STAFF WRITER

heritage," Clancy said. The lecture's

push-ups to challenge somebody to

name originates from the main

pick up the lecture for him on the

seen him running around campus.

character in the book "The Ginger

twenty-eighth year.

"After I retire I'm just going to

Man' by Irish-American novelist J.P.

BY R ACHAEL F LORA

consumed with distancing myself

ARTS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

from the garbage, trying to keep

Day is a big deal in Savannah. get better at it," Clancy said. "Do a

the dialogue issue focused, while

Most people celebrate it by getting lot of traveling, writing, and normal

This year, Clancy "decided to do

defending my character."

extremely drunk with green beer, or things people do when they retire."

a complete 360 and read the same

by simply going to watch the parade

book excerpt that started it all,"

The 2014-2015 SGA election

Rich continued, "This is my

It's no secret drat St. Patrick's

teaching. Many students have taken
his classes an d most have probably

Clancy

started

his

teaching

concluded on March 13, with

third year at Armstrong, and I downtown! However, Armstrong's career at Armstrong in 1974. He

Donleavy.

After

the

lecture

was

over

everybody went outside to celebrate
St.

Patrick's

Day

with

coffee,

whipped cream and Irish whiskey.
"WhenI first got to ArmstrongI

Students, colleagues and guests

admired so m any people like Kim
Jones and John Welch, I followed

the student body electing Cassian

have been extremely committed all

very own Frank Clancy, assistant studied Irish literature in Dublin,

came into Jenkins Theatre and

Nunez as pre sident and Matthias

three years. So when this kind of

professor

literature, Ireland for two years. Clancy began

prepared to hear the final talk given

their careers and was so happy to

Downs asvice president. President

demagoguery is circling overhead,

chooses

the

by Clancy. He showed a video,

become one of their colleagues,"

Nunez received 200 more votes

it's

holiday by drinking whiskey, doing March of 1988 to spread his love of

read from the book 'The Ginger

Clancy said. "I felt like a high school

than Senator Rich- In total, 839

everything I've invested into the

push-ups

Man'

left-field baseball player that was

votes were cast for the presidential

university."

Sebastian Dangerfield lecture.

position and 832 votes cast for the
vice presidential position.

pretty

disheartening

after

to

English
celebrate

Irish the Sebastian Dangerfield talk in

and giving his yearly St. Patrick's Day.
"I decided to treat myself to an

and presented everybody

with Gingerbread cookies.

English professor Frank Clancy is adventure that could spread my

the end of the lecture he dropped

election, he can apply to be a

retiring this year after forty years of love for Irish literature and my

to the floor and did twenty-eight

Nunez wrote in his statement

senator for the next term, but his
participation depends on Nunez

by the vote, saying, "1 can assure

reinstating him.

you that this demonstration of

Despite his loss, Rich said that
he is "optimistic" and remains so.

Ihave stood for will be repaid with

"I'm

really

stoked, for

this

tireless effort and commitment

upcoming year. Cassian and his

from die officers and senators of

team are gciing to do an incredible
job. I think collectively this will be

BY TONY BA RBOZA

from cooking inside with coal

than

the strongest administration we've

Los ANGELES TI MES

or wood stoves in developing

understood,

his supporters for the competition

had in my time at Armstrong,"

MCT

countries,

according

heart

that intensified the debate.

Rich said.

the

by

Air

pollution

kills

to

7 million people a year and Nations. An additional 3.7

consider each aspect of Senator

that I have a history of getting

is linked to

Rich's campaign that captured

things done, and will continue

worldwide,

your support, and if it proves

that spirit; also advertising and an

k pollution.
report released Tuesday by the
Many people are exposed

to be in the best interest of our

entire ticket really helped."

World Health Organization.

presidential

debate

The

1 in 8 deaths million died from outdoor air

finding

to

to both indoor and outdoor

than air

pollution,

so

deaths

they would allow their opponent

estimates attributed to each cannot
air simply be added together,
pollution is now the world's the agency noted. Because

first

to apply to be a senator for next

largest

instinctual feeling was one of

semester. Both candidates said they

health risk," the agency said.

relief. I consider myself a pretty

would. Rich has not yet applied to

happy

be a senator for next semester, but

causes asIwould my own," Nunez

between the two candidates, both

wrote.

were asked if upon their win,

When he first saw t he election
results,

Rich

guy,

said,

so

"My

when

things

became so negative,Iwas mentally

said that he is planning on it.

THEINKWELL35

doubles

more

disease

and

or

previous

burden

is

million million deaths.
people died in 2012 as a result
"The
risks
from
air
of indoor air pollution, mostly pollution are now far greater

@INKWELL35

that is not healthy

breathe,"

Balmes

said.

campfire in your kitchen."
About 2.9 billion people

"double whammy" of outdoor

across the globe live in homes

air pollution from vehicles and

that use wood, coal or dung

industrialization and

as their main cooking fuel,

use of wood, charcoal, dung

4.3

to

The developing world gets a

pollution from the continued

estimated

"That generates a lot of

related to air pollution occur.

single

estimate for 2012 is about 7

to the report.

"It's basically like having a

confirms

environmental of the overlap, the combined

of

in Asia, where most deaths

"and

An

that

member

Board. He did not contribute

smoke
greatest

and

strokes,"

director.
The

Francisco,

the California Air Resources

public health and environment

"record, and peoples knowledge

the

Yankees."

for

about health agency of the United

for Senator Rich, 1 promise to

In

thought

particularly

said Maria Neira, the agency's

the

Nunez credits his win to his

according

previously

public

report

"To the 310 students who voted

university, I will fight for these

offered a position to play with the

I in 8 deaths linked to air pollution,
World Health Organization says

Nunez also thanked Rich and

next year's SGA."

At

Though Rich did not win the

that he is "humbled and honored"

faith in me and the principles that

of

and

biomass-burning

indoor

cook

the report estimates.
Women have higher levels
of

exposure

because

they

stoves, said John Balmes, a

do more cooking, but more

professor of medicine at the

men die because they have

University of California, San
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Tim Cowlishaw: March Madness
is the only sure winner
of games, were a top-10 .team

BY TIM COWLISHAW
THE D ALLAS MO RNING NEWS

much

In what might have been

of

the

season

and

(SEC, Big Ten, Pac-12), does
this mean the Big 12 was

earned a No. 3 seed in the

overrated

Midwest.

can only believe that if you

The

Blue

Devils

all

along?

you

college

went out and lost in the first

think one game is a better

basketball game of the season

round to Mercer, which then

barometer than 35 or if you

Sunday afternoon, Kentucky's

lost to Tennessee by 20.

ignore the fact that Kansas'

the

most

engaging

Sounds a lot like Duke is a

gang of blue-chip freshmen
knocked off an undefeated
Wichita State

team,

The same trivialization is

78-76.

After

40 minutes, the

were

separated

two

applied

to

early dismissal was-largely a
product of 7-foot Joel Embiid

nobody by this standard.
conferences.

As

_ a high lottery pick whenever
he

leaves

Lawrence

_

not

playing.
1 think March Madness is

nothing

we move into the Sweet 16,

more than a last-gasp 3-point

the banner for the nation's

try that glanced off the rim

top-ranked Big 12 Conference

a

for the Shockers.

_

now

The teams that rise up and

is

carried

by

torn

and

frayed

_

glass-half-full

tournament.

next

surprise us are more deserving

dismissive attitude toward the

weekend by Iowa State and

of our focus than the favored

Missouri Valley

Baylor.

Sadly,

some

will

take

a

Conference

champs despite the fact that

The

into

battle

teams
Cyclones

advanced

that

casting

stumble

shadows

early,

over

their

Niang,

season with perhaps no more

Final Four last year and won

one of their three players to

than an ill-advised turnover or

its first 35 games this season.

average more than 30 minutes

two at the wrong moment.

Wichita State advanced to the

Didn't play anybody, those
critics will say.
But

the

NCAA

men's

without

and

Georges

16

points

per

game,

No. 15 Armstrong Captures Wingate
Pinehurst Challenge Tuesday

It makes sense to recognize

BY CHAD JACKSON
SPORTS C OMMUNICATIONS

the first time after Armstrong won

with a 158 total as all three golfers

its home tournament on March

earned

34 at Savannah Quarters. No.

The win is the third career victory

All-Tournament honors.

PINEHURST, N.C. - The No.

15 (NAIA) USC Beaufort (666)

for Birch, who won the Newberry

15-ranked Armstrong Atlantic State

finished third, followed by No. 25

Invitational as a sophomore and
the Hagler Fall Slam as a junior.

after he was lost for the year

and

runs

University women's golf team led

UNC Pembroke (669) and host

in

by Stanford, by Dayton, by

wire-towire in capturing its second

Wingate (670), rounding out the

Sophomore Brendie Rockholt

Baylor

tournament in a row, winning the

top five schools inthe 18-team field.

shot an 87 on Tuesday to finish

Senior Jenna Birch captured

tied for 22nd widr a 171 total, while

the

tournament

and,

especially,

by

tournament has become less

remarkably

Volunteers

Wingate Pinehurst Challenge on

one wildly entertaining thrill

never challenged for a minute

are the only team that had

Tuesday at the National Golf Club

individual

honors,

sophomore Pamela Mosley also

ride

the season. It

in San Antonio. That's despite

to win three games to reach

after a final-round 323 score.

carding a final-round 78 to finish

finished tied for 22nd with a 171

answers fewer questions than

the fact only four teams still

the Sweet 16. After needing

won the

the tournament widr a two-day

total after a final-round 88.

it asks, mostly

standing

losses

overtime to beat Iowa in a

tournament by 27 strokes over

154 total, two strokes ahead of

us to take that Wichita State

on the season than the Bears

play-in game, Tennessee was

Lee University (665), the largest

teammate

critique and say: So who is

suffered in their first 10 Big

never challenged in its next

margin of victory for Armstrong

Sammarco, who shot a 77 on

Conference

anybody?

12 games (2-8).

two contests.

women's golf in program history.

Tuesday to finish with a 156 total.

April 18-19 at Callaway Gardens'

Tire Pirates also have captured

Senior Kiley Metder shot an 81

Lake

back-to-back tournament tides for

and tied

Mountain, Ga.

just leaving

Duke is usually somebody.
The Blue Devils won a bunch

With

hot

have

three

Drew's

the

a measuring stick than simply
cap

Scott

acknowledge

And

to

Baylor?

opener.

team

more

was

conferences

having three teams remaining

Tennessee.

The
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Tire Pirates

(638)

medalist

and

senior

Kristen

for third individually

Armstrong • now

turns

its

attention to the 2014 Peach Belt
Championships

View

Course

in

on
Pine

JOHNSON'S JOCK TALK

Upsets in, stars out in March Madness
begun. There are still stars that

Silver has Louisville, Arizona and

will shine and fantastic teams and

Virginia right behind Horida as

match-ups.

the favorites to win it all.

Right now Horida, the overall

March Madness is all about

No. 1 seed in the tournament, is

match-ups and even the Gators

the favorite to win the national

can fall victim in the Sweet 16 to

championship. The Gators are full

the long, athletic UCLA Bruins.

of experience and ran die table in

The

the SEC - which is undefeated"

Kentucky are looking to continue

BY DALTON JOHNSON

during the tournament - this

to have Louisville's number and

sports.inkwell@gmail.com

season. According to prediction

take down last year's champ, and

star-studded freshmen

of

mastermind Nate Silver, Florida

also . . .well, who knows what the

So, your brackets are busted and

has the best chance of winning the

hell will happen, but there's no

you did not win a million dollars

national championship with an

other sporting event more properly

from Warren Buffett, but that

18.38 percent chance of winning.

named than March Madness.

means one thing that is good for all
of us. The madness is on in March
and we can't look away.
A Sweet 16 match-up of Stanford
and Dayton sounds boring on
paper and nobody saw this coming.
Most

had

usual

powerhouse

Kansas saw tire most hyped player

made four of his 14 shots while

Gonzaga. While he will still be a

missing all three three-point field

high draft pick, Smart's season will
go down as more downs than ups.

schools like Kansas, Ohio State

in the country come to a crashing

or Syracuse in that match-up. On

end. Andrew Wiggins was hyped

goals he attempted. He also had

paper that should have kept your

as t he next LeBron James in the

four turnovers and four fouls.

Perhaps the biggest and most

bracket alive, but No. 11-seed

preseason and his season was a

Parker finished the season as t he

beloved star saw h is season come

Dayton decided to kill your bracket

mixed bag of ups and downs.

best freshman in the country by

to an end in die second round

by

No low, however, was lower than

averaging 19.1 points per game

against

Ohio State and then Syracuse. The

the

and 8.7 rebounds, but this will be a

beat

No. 10-seed Stanford Cardinals

was without Wiggins' budding

tough loss to swallow if it is die last

McDermott will go down as one of

of hiscollege career.

defeating in-state opponent

loss

to

Stanford.

Kansas

upended New Mexico in the first

star freshman Joel Embiid, and

round and then shocked the world

everyone looked for Wiggins tostep

by beating Andrew Wiggins and
the Kansas Jayhawks.

Baylor

in a

complete

down. Creighton's

Doug

the biggest and best stars in college

One of the most controversial

basketball history. All season long

up and take over for the Jayhawks.

stars of the season was Oklahoma

McDermott wasa scoring machine,

Instead, he did tire exact opposite.

State sophomore Marcus Smart.

and defenses were victorious when

With these wins by Dayton and

The Stanford zone defense held

After being a lock to be drafted in

they held the senior under 30

Stanford, an underdog-filled Sweet

Wiggins to four points on l-for-6

the top-five of the NBA draff last

points. He was every fen's hero. In

16 was created, but stars were left

shooting and one assist w idr four

year, Smart shocked the world by

an age where so many players head

behind.

Craft's

turnovers. Throughout the game

coming back for his sophomore

for the money after one season,

hustling, gutsy career at Ohio State

Wiggins looked scared to shoot

season. Smart was the Big 12 Player

McDermott played four seasons

came to a crushing blow with him

and shied away from the defense.

of the Year after his freshman

under his father at Creighton and

failing to make the game-winning

As troubling as the four turnovers

season, but decided he wanted

made the program a true contender

Senior

Aaron

shot. A picture-perfect moment

and four points are, shooting the

to mature his game and try to

and a known commodity in every

was created with Craft laying on

ball just six times as tire preemptive

win a championship. He didn't

home. In Creighton's crushing

the ground, hands behind his head

No. 1 overall pick in the NBA draft

win a championship and in the

loss, McDermott had 15 points on

after the game ended. Syracuse,

is just as much of a red flag.

eyes o f many he did the opposite

7-of-14 shooting and missed all of

of mature. Smart had multiple

his three-point shots. He finished

outbursts of frustration

with his

his career fifth all-time in points in

Dayton's next foe, saw s enior C.J.
Fair's career come to an end and

Besides

Wiggins,

the

other

freshman that was supposed to

freshman Tyler Ennis most likely

rule college basketball was D uke's

biggest coming at Texas Tech when

NCAA history with 3,150 points,

played his last game as we ll. Both

Jabari Parker. Perhaps the biggest

he shoved a fan after the man

10th in field goals made with

players

Orangemen

upset of March Madness so far was

said something that upset Smart.

1,141 and an NCAA record of 135

multiple times this year, but it was

No. 14-seed Mercer beating the No.

Oklahoma State went on to lose

games in double figures.

Ennis who tried to save the day

3-seed Duke. In the loss, Parker was

in the first round of the NCAA

sub-par despite scoring 14 points

Tournament

second

biggest stars may be out of the

with seven rebounds. Parker just

straight year, this time against

tournament, but the fun has just

saved

the

once more and came up short.
Stanford's

upset ' win

over

for

the

A plethora of college basketball's

As a new dono r you can earn $100 this week.
Donate today at:
Biomat USA
8805 White Bluff RtL, Savannah
{located behind the Kmart)

(912)927-4005

grifolspiasma.com

GRIFOLS

OPINIONS &

EDITORIALS
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The Great Race Debate: An Election Day Commentary
BY CHRISTOPHER GODFREY

This editorial was written in
response to the heated tensions
occuring
in
the
Student
Government
Association
presidential candidates race.
Candidate Nathan Rich wrote a
reply which appears on page 4.

This week Armstrong students
will convene via iPad, smartphone,
and laptop in order to elect the
Student Government Association's
2014-2015
executive
officers.
Unsurprisingly, the competition
for the position of SGA president
has been the highlight of the
proceedings.
Two candidates have made a run
for the post in recent weeks, each
of them presenting their personal
vision for SGA's future, and doing
so with the passion that is to be
expected from student leaders who
offer so much of their time to the
Armstrong community. Cassian
Nunez, the current SGA Treasurer,
and Studenf Senator Nathan
Rich have emotionally ignited the
campus during their struggle for

the SGA's top spot.
Though I would love to tell
you that the spirit and verve of
these proceedings is re lated to the
important issues that both Nunez
and Rich have attempted to focus
on, that would be an injustice
to the current social climate on
campus. We may not be willing to
admit it, but the debate that has
made this race great is the dreaded
great race debate.
• In
many
ways,
student
government elections introduce
us to the ugly side of politics.
In middle school, elections are
decided by whose mom bakes
the best Election Day treats. High
School elections are essentially
popularity contests, but it never
hurt to invest in a box of campaign
buttons. However, college is the
place where we finally cast a vote
that matters. Sure, there's that
other election between the donkeys
and elephants, but this is a little
more personal.
As students, we've ate lunch
with these candidates. We've
accomplished group projects with
these guys. We've partied with
them. We've hung out with them.
When the ball goes up, we're
always cheering for the same team.
This is different. This is the only
meaningful election where we
vote for people that we think we
know on a personal level. That's
why the past few weeks have been
uncomfortable.
Tire first shots of uneasiness
were fired during the SGA debates,

fAimitimg Students,
we wantt& hem fmm ym!

when Senator Rich was hit with
a few unexpected questions from
minority students. When asked
about the lack of diversity among
the faculty and staff at Armstrong,
his now infamous "best of the best"
remark seemed to open a floodgate
for questions that Rich was illsuited to answer.
Rich's inability to assess that
a campus that is not welcoming
to minority candidates could not
possibly be attracting the best of the
best was an immediate indictment.
Sensing blood, die audience of the
debate began lobbing more daggers
toward his lectern.
Next, a student asked Rich
about the current situation
revolving around undocumented
students having to pay out-of-state
tuition at University System of
Georgia institutions. Rich made a
second incendiary comment, this
time referencing his dad's work,
with Latinos when attempting to
legitimize his relationship with the
Latino community. He didn't leave
out black students when it came to
his patronizing, as he was sure to
include that one of his role models
is Martin Luther King Jr.
At that point, tension in the
room was palpable. A debate that
started by tackling the issues that
had been popularized through
numerous meetings, had officially
been hijacked by the most
intimidating topic that could enter
the room. After one of Rich's
supporters asked a question about
the relevance of diversity among
the Armstrong faculty and staff,
even I decided to chime in with a
question of my own.
Since there is ample data that

suggests that there is a direct
correlation between diverse faculty
and minority student success, I
decided to ask Senator Rich if he
knew of an alternate method to
boost the poor graduate rates of
certain minority populations on
campus. Rich dodged the question
with a verbal agility that would
have made Vince Vaughn's Peter
La Heur character proud. I can't
remember what he said because
it did not even closely resemble
an answer to my question.
However, he didn't seem to offend
anyone, which was a small victory
considering his previous forays
into addressing racially tinged
issues. He was even cordial after 1
interrupted the moderator to blurt
out the fact that he didn't answer
my question.
Tire reality of the situation is that
the question I asked was extremely
unfair. Rich didn't have an anstVer,
but neither would his opponent
had he been placed in a similar
situation. These weren't the issues
he was prepared to address. He
probably didn't even know they
were issues to begin with. For that,
Nathan Rich is not to be blamed.
The SGA presidential race
transformed after the candidates
left the podium that night. This
is rather unfortunate, since the
drastic differences in the campaign
platforms of Rich and Nunez
would have served as a valuable
litmus test regarding what students
truly valued from their Armstrong
experience. Even Nunez seemed
discontent with the direction that
the discourse was faking, as he
clearly stated during one of his
rebuttals that he did not want the

i—:iSMEH
All Marked Cle arance Items are
now $3.00 or Less!
CLOSET

• • ••.: •

CAMPUS VOICES:

"No, even if it's not
prohibited. The way it is now,
they're too busy with school
to party."
Shannon Conway
Senior
Radiology

"Do you think of-age students living on-campus
should be allowed to have alcohol?"

"Yes, because they had a
long day at classes and need
to relax."

"Yes, oh my gosh, this
campus is boring, there's
nothing else to do."

"Yeah I do , if th ey're not
gonna let us smoke. We've
got to do something.

Porchia Davis
Freshmen
Nursing

Darby Hendricks
Sophomore
Philosophy

Ryan Spicer
Freshmen
Economics

THE INKWELL
11935 Abercorn Street

race to be about race. It was a Senator Rich's comments about
noble request, but it fell on deaf diversity and the discoveries that
ears.
were made via social media in their
Instead, . Senator
Nathan aftermath is still important and
Rich was tested on his politically very tangible.
Whether he wins or loses this
correctness, and he failed quite
miserably. This may be something election, I encourage Nadian
of importance...since he is i n the Rich to spend some time with
Armstrong's
Director
of
midst of political campaign.
This isn't a new phenomenon Multicultural Affairs, Nashia
in politics. Even on the largest of Whittenburg, She can explain to
platforms, politicians can make him why he shouldn't be using
on social
some regrettable statements when the word
asked to speak on topics that they media regardless of how cute he
know nothing about. It's one of attempts to spell it. I encourage
the flaws of our political landscape. him to speak with Dr. Elizabeth
We expect our politicians to be Denoyers-Colas; who is a tenured
experts on everything, which leads faculty member at this institution
to them sounding foolish more and can refer to her numerous
academic publications when
often than they should.
What happened after the debate speaking on the importance of
stoked a few burning embers and diversity in higher education.
led to the beginnings of a wildfire. I also encourage him to speak
In the days going forward, much to Lucy. Aradillas, who is the
of us were introduced to the little Latino Partnership Program
known social media application Manager for CAMINO. She
"Yik Yak" when someone decided could assist him in finding better
to post their thoughts about ways to relate to the school's
Cassian Nunez. An anonymous Latino population that don't
post referring to Nunez as a "greasy include making references to
stereotypes.
went viral in pockets of the
In
preparation for that
Armstrong community, leading
conversation,
he could also view
to a magnified examination of
the
documentary
The Dream
Rich's character. This is ironic
considering the context of the Yik is Now, which was screened
Yak conversation makes it clear on campus last week during an
that Nathan Rich did not post the event sponsored by Amnesty
comment, but the company that International. It may explain
how the disenfranchisement
he keeps proved to be cosdy.
undocumented
students
As the rumor mill began to of
the
ideal
of
churn out information, a second contradicts
image started making the rounds wanting the best of the best for
in the Armstrong community. Armstrong.
'"Nathan "Rich isn't a racist
"A post from Nathan RiclVs
Instagram account depicted him and depicting him as a villain is
with two dogs that he referred to as nothing but counterproductive,
his "main nigguhzzz" in the photo but he has inadvertently placed
caption. The post was originally a spotlight on the racial issues
created 12 weeks before it was that have lied dormant on this
copied and distributed. Though campus since Dr. Otis Johnson
the timeliness of the post makes became the first black student
it fairly irrelevant, its existence to attend this institution. Rich
furthers the conversation about and other students who share
race and how it has become his opinions don't represent
. hate, rather a failure to
intertwined in this election.
Some aspects of this debate communicate. It proves that the
need to be debunked in their right conversations are not being
had at Armstrong and that is
infancy.
Based on what we knciw, something that should bother
Nathan Rich is not a racist. There people of all races.
Armstrong is a place where
is no such thing as racism by
association, and using the word racial harmony can exist, but
"n*****" i n any form or variation before solutions can be achieved,
we must not shy away from the
does-not make someone a racist.
What we can take away f rom discomfort of the debate.

Savannah, Ga. 31419 www .theinkwellonline.com

"Yes. You can't allow
underage people to drink,
but it would keep more
people on campus."

"Students leave campus
to drink so they won't get
caught. Students already
have alcohol."

Jennifer Crumpton
Senior
English

John Hatcher
Senior
Philosophy
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A rebuttal to: The Great Race Debate
BY NA THAN RI CH

Nathan Rich was a recent
candidate running for Student
Government
Association
President, and continues to
serve as a Senator in SGA. This
editorial is a rebuttal to Godfrey's
editorial.

Chris,
I appreciate your enthusiasm
and continued commitment to
the school, though I do have a
few points to make regarding your
editorial.
You cited that I was ill-suited
to answer questions regarding
race, and to this I completely
disagree. Ill prepared? Absolutely,
but only as I did not anticipate
these continued questions as 1
answered them very clearly in the
debate. I have continued to stand
by my p rinciples that I d o not see
skin color, nor any other form of
terminology or categorization that
may lend itself to discrimination,
(i.e. sexual orientation, religious
preference, ethnicity, etc.) My
actions and relationships reflect

this. The initial question in
regards , to diversity in the hiring
process of faculty and staff and was
a loaded question. I'll point out
that the SGA has no role in hiring
processes, with the exception of
an occasional "search committee"
for administrators, not faculty.
"Ill-suited," by definition, implies
inappropriateness, and while 1
may have a different view, it is
certainly not inappropriate.
Your coverage of my response
to the question regarding DACA
students is pointed to say the
least. 1 sought to share my own
experience and give context
to my support of immigration
reform. I did this by explaining
that I grew up playing alongside
undocumented
immigrant
children, was at times raised by
undocumented immigrants, and 1
worked alongside them as an equal
during high school. None of my
personal narrative even suggests
the
"patronizing"
language
you blindly accuse. This is not
stereotyping, it is my personal,
first-hand experience with victims
of a failed immigration system. If
you feel my observation is unfair, I
encourage you to live among these
families. If you still find me to be
patronizing towards immigrants,
I encourage you to speak with
Rolando
Zenteno
(Senator),
Mariana Reyes (Senator), Dr.
McGrath (faculty), or Ms. Burke
(faculty). I will reference my policy

memo regarding DACA students
as further evidence. I wrote the
policy memo advocating not only
for in-state tuition, but also access
to state financial aid. I was very
clear that 1 w ould give th is memo
to anyone at the conclusion of the
debate; no one took me up on that
offer, including yourself.
You also drew a correlation
between my mention of Dr. King
as further patronization. I'm
not sure what your motivation
was in doing so, and again I'll
point out how selective you were
when I included role models
such as Mahatma Gandhi and
Condoleezza Rice. I fail to see
evidence of patronization when
I very clearly used these three
leaders as an example of the fact
that I d on't need someone of the
same skin color to inspire me,
rather that I only see value in merit
of character. This is how I see true
equality achievable.
And I apologize if it seemed I
side-stepped your question, that
was not my intention. I a ttempted
to address the philosophical root of
the problem, mainly socialization
and social conditioning, in just 90
seconds and I obviously did a poor
job explaining . myself if you still
have concerns despite my response
and the additional 45 minutes we
spoke afterwards. As of now I am
still awaiting the academic research
and studies you have mentioned.
1 will point out that I spoke with

a Very close friend of mine after
the debate. He attends Savannah
State, is a white male, maintains
a 3.4 cumulative GPA and he
found it rather incredulous as to
how people need the reassurance
of skin color to academically
succeed.
And I actually take a great deal
of pride and pleasure in the fact
that you deemed me a failure in
terms of political correctness.
I have never been one to enjoy
such garbage as nothing is ever
accomplished. The problem with
political correctness is that it
strives to manipulate definitions
•in an attempt to make certain
subjects easier to discuss. I firmly
believe in tackling the issue faceto-face despite how uncomfortable
or awkward that initial dialogue
may be. It is in my experience
that rejecting political correctness
is the mature, analytical means
in which to problem solve and
seek consensus. Otherwise, hard
feelings and bias may lay dormant,
but not fully extinguished.
In regards to my I nstagram, my
choice of words, while completely
intended to be innocent, were
insensitive and thus regrettable.
For this I apologize. The picture
in question was of my 2 dogs, one
of them my childhood dog who
is burdened with severe cancer.
I do however find it morally
questionable that the girlfriend
of the opposing vice presidential

candidate, out of the blue, follows
my Instagram, and within a couple
of hours I am texted the exact
screenshot she sent to the Inkwell
in what was described to me as a
blatant attempt to portray me as
a racist and to cast shadow upon
my character. I believe her motives
to be political, insincere and, to be
blunt, desperate. You have a VERY
clear objective to comb through
12 weeks, or over 50 pictures and
videos, all of which you would
have to individually click and read
every single caption. This type of
politics is shameful.
In closing, the debate obviously
could have gone better. Public
speaking is never easy, particularly
when you have a rude and biased
crowd. I will also point out that
Cassian was not alone in targeting.
Racist comments were absolutely
made towards me before and
during the debate. I wasspecifically
mentioned in a colorful array of
language to include "a**hole" to
"putting eyfe dr ops in his drink,"
"f*** him," "b****," and that
I am "gay s***." Regardless, I
never once paused to allow these
comments to take center stage of
this election, because I don't care
to sweat the ignorance of others.
Defamation of character shouldn't

be politicized for political gain,
and I have acted accordingly. 1
remained committed to keeping
my campaign focused on pertinent
issues and I am proud of that.
1 remain perplexed as to why,
if your editorial was truly Shout
racism, I was specifically named
every other sentence of your
piece. In an email response to
me you stated "Remember, this
piece is about race, not about
you. Unfortunately, you had
to go under the bus to get the
conversation started. I apologize
for that, but it was an opportunity
that 1 couldn't pass up." That
attitude is exactly what I take issue
with. Students taking it upon
themselves to martyr another
for the sake of politicizing an
issue for political or social gain
is disappointing. Furthermore
I am extremely disappointed in
the students who, rather than
supporting their candidate, have
lowered themselves to a smear
campaign against the character of
others. They should be ashamed.
Otherwise I enjoyed the article,
and I look forward to working
with you in the future!
Cheers,
Nathan

Lasers may be the answer to space junk
PITTSBURGH PO ST-GAZETTE
(MCTJ

If nothing else, the Sandra
Bullock blockbuster "Gravity"
made movie audiences aware
of the very real problem of
orbital space junk. What
had once been an abstract
possibility - floating debris
triggering
a
cataclysmic
domino effect that could
endanger
communication
satellites, manned spacecraft

and the International Space
Station - seemed real thanks
to the movie's extraordinary
special effects.
But even before the Oscarwinning film filled our heads
with nightmare images of
astronauts floating helplessly
into the interstellar void,
scientists on Earth were
already
looking
at
the
problem. Later this year,
the
Space
Environment
Management
Cooperative
Research
Centre
in

St Joes - m 4m - 25

Hooked
on You
We're
not
claiming to be
matchmakers
or
anything,
but
everyone
knows it can be
a
rewarding
experience
reading
the
missed
connections
section
on
Craigslist. None
of the following
content has been
edited. Here are
our top picks for
this week:

To the guy at the entrance in
St joes hospital talking to the
information lady,'you are hot!!!
You had on some jeans that
showed off a little somethin ;)
and a blue shirt. Tell me what
you were chatting to the lady
about, if you're interested.

Canberra,
Australia,
will
begin an ambitious program
of tracking an estimated
300,000 pieces of debris with
the goal of zapping them with
Earth-grounded lasers.
Using lasers to destroy a
threat to the world's collective
communications network is
an elegant solution, given the
sci-fi nature of the problem.
Launching missiles at space
junk would only generate
more detritus for astronauts
and satellites to dodge. But

Long shot but ill try anyways.
We were both at american tire
distrubitors. We exchanged
looks a few times. But damn!!
Loved the dirty "working" look
u h ad! U got into.a.white toyota
truck. If u s ee this, tell me what
color shirt i h ad one.
Would love to hang out with
• u man!
:)

perks of getting older - m4w
(pooler pwy PARKERS)
we talked about good and
bad perks of getting older u
told me that u haven't seen and
good yet and with u being drop
dead gorgeous/sexy I hate that
u feel like that and would love
to help u fix that!!

Monday Tour
of
the
Williams Mercer a Mansion m4m - 33
I was the black guy there on
the 10:30 tour
You were with your wife
You had a cap and glasses
on
You had silver hair and silver
stache
We made eye contact a lot
Would love to meet you
I
am
visiting
from
Louisiana
You were a nice looking
older man

sexy guy - m4m - 24 (ATD
(tire place))

White guy driving silver
mitsubishi truck - m4m
(GUYTON)
I saw you at the el chepo
getting gas, you had a Mohawk
and tattoos. Your truck was
clean, nice rims. Seen you a
few times definitely feeling
you. That ass fat. You took a
few looks at me to tall black guy
with dreads. Tell me what I w as
drivir^j.

Whole Foods
(Savannah)

!! - nv4w

To the beautiful women
in a yellow sun dress
!!
You handed me a hag for
banana's
Me
green
shirt
!! If interested
lets
get some tea/coffee. Hope
you cooked up some good
food
Marc

Walking the dog - m 4w - 2 4
(Georgetown)
You were walking your dog
(looked like a poodle), and

hitting it with lasers would
cause the scrap to slow down
so that gravity could pull it
toward Earth so it could burn
up upon re-entry.
With funding from NASA,
the Australian government
and
private
investment,
Australian
scientists
are
confident they'll soon have
a solution to this looming
threat. If only the problem
of climate change could be
zapped as easily as space
junk.

you waved at me, and I waved
back. Just wanted to say you are
beautiful! That is all.
If you choose to email me, tell
me what you were wearing....

spiderman dress-walmart m4w (hinesville)
U were wearing a spider
man dress. U were light skin.
Thought ,u were very sexy.
Don't know'if you have a man.
Neway would like to talk to
you.

Walmart fishing department
- m4w - 23 (South savannah
walmart??)
You: in walmart buying a
new pole. You had on blue
jeans and boots and were very
cute!
Me: standing at the counter
where you went to check out
1 a lso had on blue jeans boots
and we kinda looked at each
other for a second but that was
about it.
Anyhow I know this is a
LOOOONG shot burin was
just wondering maybe if you
would like to meet up sometime
your free, I'd love .to go throw
a pole in the water and get to
know you.. Even if it don't turn
out to be a connection atleast
it would be nice to have a new
fishing friend. I just moved
here a few weeks back so yeah
don't know too many people*

48 W. Montgomery Cross Rd., Ste. 103 » Pamtt I

9MH920-22SS

that fish yet. Anyhow if you see
this and may he interested at
all I'd love to make it happen.
Take care!

sunday march 16th - m4w
(savannah)
we hung out all night, i went
back to your apartment, forgot
my watch there, left without
getting your number!

Rentals - sexy mommy - m4w
(hinesville)
Stop by to pick up a list of
properties that your company
had for rent! You sure had
some nice looking ears and
nose. I'm not even go to talk
about your voice the came out
of your sexy lips. Tell me with
I was wear, shoe size and the
color of my teeth.

hottie at bay St blues m4w
Hey we had a small encounter
that got me in trouble and I am
glad because I want to meet u
again let me know what we did
that got me in trouble and send
a pic

work together and flirt
constantly - m4 w (pooler)
When are we ever going
to throw everything aside
for a little bit and explore
each others personalities and

everything else on a one/one
basis? 1 find you very attractive
and I know you know that.
Dont be afraid!

cookie love st pats river st m4w (river street)
It was Saturday, st pats on
river st, it was your birthday,
you were with your parents,
I sold you delicious cookies 3
for $6, your dad drove a good
bargain.
You were wearing a green
skirt and I think white shirt.
I asked how you grew those
gfeen fuzzies out of your hair.
You were drinking red wine. I
couldnt stop staring into your
eyes as we spoke. 1 should have
purposed on the spot. Its a
long shot a girl like you will
see this,'but then again, a girl
like you comesjlong only every
hundred years or so.

1 gave you my Wall St
Journal this morning. - m4w
(savannah ga)
We were both in the
Starbucks on Broughton. You
are the beautiful brunette in
jeans, a jean jacket and white
t-shirt. I wanted to talk to you,
but you were on the phone
when I left. Can I get another
chance?

ENTERTAINMENT
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UPCOMING EVENT!
March 27 - April 2
Thurs. March 27
•
•

•
•

Karrie Hovey lecture at
Jepson Center 6 p.m.
GaySavannah.corn's
Night OUT at bar.food
6:30 p.m.
Gabriel Iglesias at the
Civic Center 8 p.m.
Fare the Gap at Hang
Fire

•

•

Sun. March 30
•

Fri. March 28
•
•

•

•

Dawn DeFrank displays horsehair raku pottery at the "Transcending Perceptions" gallery reception March 21

BY R ACHAEL F LORA
ARTS.INKWELL@GMAIL.COM

The
second
of
four
Armstrong senior exhibitions
opened March 21 at Ashmore
Gallery to a large and
enthusiastic audience.
"Transcending Perceptions"
featured the work of Bridget
Beasley,
Michelle
Sapp
Churchill, Dawn DeFrank,
Shannon
Hurlebaus
and
Tramel Ortiz.
Each artist adhered closely
to a theme and brought
artwork that reflected the
theme with impeccable detail.
Hurlebaus'
photography
series
captured
classic
paintings in a new way. Her
rendering of "Mona Lisa" by
da Vinci placed a dark-haired
girl with a sleeve tattoo against
an
industrial background,
assuming the pose of Mona
Lisa.
"As an artist, I kind of find
myself stuck in the middle of
photography and ceramics,"
Hurlebaus said. "I also have a
love and appreciation for art
history."
The idea for the photo
series came when Hurlebaus
took
Experimentation
in
Photography with Professor of

Art Linda Jensen.
views of human torsos. They
Beasley
showed
a were done with watercolor
multimedia series with an and permanent marker, and
Alice in Wonderland theme. pieces of plastic were added in
She brought black and white certain spots to add reflection.
photos representing various
Ortiz's theme was the
characters from the fairy tale, combination of pop culture
cloth stools that looked like and biology with Adam and
mushrooms and teacups with Eve as the subjects.
quotes from the story inside.
"After all, who are the most
"I decided on the theme of popular It Couple but the
Alice in Wonderland because first, Adam and Eve?" Ortiz
1 felt like the story related explained.
to my own life as an artist,"
Also inspired by Japanese
Beasley said. "Alice creates woodblock art, Ortiz added
a world of her own, which a Japanese characters to his
lot of the time people think pieces that tied the theme
can be complete nonsense, together.
but as an artist it takes a lot
"Pop culture is something
of courage and imagination, that I follow closely, and all my
much like that of Alice."
pieces reflect that," Ortiz said,
Continuing
the
theme mentioning the Illuminati
of photography, Churchill symbols hidden in his pieces.
brought a fairy-tale inspired
DeFrank's
ceramic
series of black and white collection
represented
a
portraits of children. They variety of procedures, from
each wore unique costumes sawdust pottery to horsehair
and held props that alluded raku.
"I wanted to share some
to their character, like Peter
Pan and Snow White's seven methods of firing pottery that
are alternatives to what we
dwarves.
"I love to take pictures of typically think of ceramics that
children because they feel free are in our kitchen cabinets,"
to be themselves," Churchill DeFrank said, mentioning
said. "They don't feel like they that she learned most of the
have to pose for you."
procedures outside of class.
Ortiz presented a collection
True to its name, the
of scrolls that were cutaway horsehair raku involved taking

e

BY RACHAEL FLORA

a hair from a horse's jnane or
tail and placing it over the pot
before firing it in a raku kiln.
The hair leaves a black trail of
carbon that creates a squiggly
pattern.
Each piece included was
unique and clearly took a
lot of time to complete. The
strong themes represented
in the show made it visually
interesting and fun to see.
"Transcending Perceptions"
will
remain
at Ashmore
Galler^ until March 28.

•

Savannah Rocks! Blick
Gallery Show 6 p.m.
Duvel Moortgat Meet
and Greet at the Bier
Haus 6 p.m.
Lion
Sheer,
Vices,
Head
Creeps
and
Without at Graveface
7 p.m.
Big Daddy Love at
Congress Street Social
Club 9 p.m.
Rock n Roll Prom at
the Jinx 10 p.m.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Ink and Bones closing
reception at Sentient
Bean 6 p.m.
Spitfire Saturday open
mic at Muse Arts
Warehouse 8 p.m.
W ha l e b o a t ,
Omingnome, Co. and
Tonto at Dollhouse 9
p.m.
City
Hotel
and
American Hologram at

Flannery
O'Connor
Parade and Street Fair
in Lafayette Square 1
p.m.
Stations of the Cross:
Lenten Art Show at
St. Paul's Episcopal
Church 3 p.m.
AcousticA at Jazz'd
Tapas Bar 7 p.m.

Mon. March 31
•
•

Victoria Vox at the
Sentient Bean 8 p.m.
mumbledust at Hang
Fire 10 p.m.

Tues. April 1
•

Sat. March 29

the Jinx 10 p.m.
Crazy Bag Lady, Forced
Entry, Blackrune and
Hot Plate at Hang Fire
The Acorns at Blowin'
Smoke

Hip Hop Night at the
Jinx 10 p.pa-

Wed. April 2
•

•

My
Ticket
Home,
Optimist, The Winter,
Bearshark
and
Awakener
at
Sweet
Melissa's 7 p.m.
Pale Blue Dot DIY
presents
Darrin
Bradbury at Le Snoot
7 p.m.

Avett Brothers take stage for Savannah Music Festival
BY E MMI FRA NKUM

The Savannah Music Festival
began March 20 with a highly
anticipated performance from
the Avett Brothers. The group
performed in the Johnny
Mercer Theatre of the Civic
Center on Thursday and Friday
night to sold out audiences.
The last time the Avett
Brothers played in Savannah
was in 2011, also for the
Savannah Music Festival, and
also to a sold out audience.
The opening statement from
the band on Friday night was
simple: "We are so happy to be
playing in the South!" The six
members of the band - Scott
and Seth Avett, Bob Crawford,
Paul Defiglia, Joe Kwon and
Mike Marsh - are beginning a
fiye-month nationwide tour.
For those unfamiliar with

the Avett Brothers, their music
is infused with elements of
folk, country, gospel, rock
and bluegrass music while still
maintaining a c urrent vibe.
The inclusion of this truly
unique group in this year's
festival pleased fans who have
watched the Avett Brothers
transform
from
a
small
indie-folk group to a mega-band
featured on Late Night with
Jimmy Fallon in just a few
short years.
The performances by the
Avett Brothers were genuine
and energetic. The songs ranged
from some of their originals
like "Kick Drum Heart" to a
cover of John Denver's "Thank
God I'm a Country Boy."
Regardless of the tune being
played, a receptive and engaged
audience was listening, dancing
and singing along.
On the Avett Brother's

website,
their
music
described as "a reality in a
world of entertainment built
with smoke and mirrors." The
band members were "real"
while on the stage, often calling
out at a specific merrdber of the
audience or dancing across
the stage. Though the Johnny
Mercer Theatre accommodates
2,524 people, the audience
seemed to be united by the
lively energy, their appreciation
of the music and message
delivered by the band.
Each song that the band
performed, whether a ballad
or high-tempo tune, delivered
a wholehearted meaning with a
smooth and genuine tone.
The Savannah Music Festival
will continue through April 5
and will highlight music from
many different genres. A full
list, of events can be found on
the festival's website, savannahmusicfestival.org.

MANDA MEDLOCK
Junior, English major

BARBECUE PIT

BRIGHTS OR NEUTRALS?
I love brights, but I own a ton of n eutrals.
WHATS YOUR #1 FASHION RULE?
It's more important for things to "go" than to match.
WHERE DO YOU FIND YOUR STYLE INSPIRATION?
What I see on campus and things that immediately
catch my eye.
FAVORITE TREND?
I love lace and every single thing Lupita N yong'o and
Kate Middleton own.
FAVORITE ARTICLE OF CLOTHING YOU OWN?
My black maxi skirt.

OPEN DAILY!
/

A

/* J
7 BJCKEY5

c

11am - 9pm

13051 Abercorn St.
Savannah, GA 31419

(Across from Armstrong near Big Lots)

912.200.3677

i

$5 COMBO!
Includes a B ig Barbecue Sandwich
and l arge drink
Not valid with other offers, discounts of coupons. Valid at Savannah location only. 1
coupon per person. £»pires5/lQ/H. Dickey VBerbecue Pit.
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Photos
FROM PAGE 1

Multiple bagpipers played for the crowd.
Upcoming SGA president Casslan Nunez waves to the crowd aboard the
pirate ship float In the St. Patrick's Day Parade.

mmm

ARMSTRONG ATLANTIC
STATE UNIVERSITY
. START STROKE

Armstrorg.edu

Armstrong students pose before marching in the parade on a cloudy
Monday morning.

Student Government Association president Andy Cablstan received many
kisses during the parade.

Health

FROM PAGE 1

a higher rate of underlying
health problems, according to
the report.
The
higher
mortality
estimates are the result of new
research showing a stronger
link between exposure to
polluted air and cardiovascular
disease, cancer and respiratory
illness, the WHO said. They
also reflect improved air
quality measurements and
new mapping that allowed
scientists to conduct a more
detailed
analysis
of
the
exposure in urban and rural
communities.
Because
air
pollution

Madness
FROM PAGE 4
I don't think the Big 12
being down to two teams is
as significant as the American
Athletic Conference having
two advance. There is no
surprise that Louisville, the
defending national champ,
is still standing. The only
surprise with the Cardinals
was that they were established
as a No. 4 seed because of
the
selection
committee's
dismissal
of
the
new
conference.
Well,
Connecticut
is
heading to Madison Square
Garden for the East Regional
next weekend. Yes, that's the
Connecticut team that was

worsens underlying illnesses,
most of the premature deaths
cited were from heart disease,
stroke, chronic obstructive
pulmonary
disease,
lung
cancer
and
respiratory
infections in children.
The greatest health risk is
posed by fine particles _ also
known as PM2.5 _ which
include diesel soot, wood
smoke and chemical-laden
droplets. Experts say those
combustion particles, less
than l/30th the width of a
human hair, cause most of
the fatalities because they
penetrate deep into the lungs,
inflame the airways and put
strain on the heart and other
organs.
"People don't die of air
pollution alone; they die of

other things the pollution
tends to exacerbate," said
Michael Kleinman, a professor
of toxicology at the University
of California, Irvine, who
was not involved with the
report. "It's a contributor to
many deaths, and the more we
learn, the more effects can be
attributed to air pollution."
Last year
the WHO's
cancer research arm declared
air
pollution
a
human
carcinogen, saying it increases
the risk of lung and bladder
cancer.
Reducing pollution levels
could save millions of lives,
according to the agency.
"The evidence signals the
need for concerted action
to clean up the air we all
breathe," Neira said.

swept by two AAC teams
during the regular season.
That would be Louisville and
SMU.

would never do in the case of
the ACC. The Atlantic Coast
Conference has proved itself
over time. The modern ACC,
stuffed with Syracuse and Pitt
and Notre Dame in addition
to all those Carolina schools,
should he primed to reign
supreme over the basketball
world.
And yet Virginia stands as
the lone ACC team remaining
in the field.
In the end, March Madness
is the only sure winner.
The great teams tend to
find • th eir way through this
maze, but the good teams?
Playing unfamiliar teams on
neutral courts at odd starting
times has always made this
tournament a roll of the dice
more than a proving ground.

It wasn't just a local story, it
was national news when Larry
Brown's SMU team failed to
receive an invitation to the
tournament. The Mustangs
had some bad losses in a weak
conference _ or so the story
went.
If Connecticut is good
enough to knock out a No.
2 seed, Villanova, and rather
easily at that, then I would
think a team that swept the
Huskies and won 23 games
before being relegated to the
NIT was probably deserving of
a bid.
But the committee laughed
at the AAC, something it

minor injury

minor illness

major convenience

No matter what's wrong,
let us take good care of you.
sr]oseph'sjCAndler

immediate Cafe

Savannah

Walk ins always wefcomel
361 Commercial Drive at Eisenhower
Savannah, OA 31406
P 912-355-6221

getlMMEDIATEceim.com

WELCOME PIRATES!
CONVENIENTLY LOC ATED MINUTES FROM AASU.
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL TREATMENT.
HOURS:

Monday - Friday 9:00 am -8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am -5:00 pm
Sunday 12:00 pm 5:00 pm
Most Insurance, cash and credit cards accepted.

